
PRESTIGE SERIES
The Prestige series represents some of the most exceptional audio 
products Paradigm has ever brought to market. A rebirth of the Paradigm brand, 
Prestige elevates value and performance while ushering in an entirely new look with refined 
sophistication that fits any listening space. Included here are just a few of the outstanding 
awards and accolades Prestige has received.
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June 1, 2016
http://bit.ly/2ard8sJ
“These speakers seriously rocked on movies and the performance on two-channel 
music was so intoxicating that sometimes I started to feel the speakers were tailor 
made for whatever song I was listening to until the next song came on and then 
I thought the speakers were made just for that song. This is what you get with 
properly engineered speakers – you get performance that works for all sorts of 
material and uses.”    – Jim Clements

December 22, 2015
http://bit.ly/2arj452
“Even in my large space, the Prestige 95Fs seemed content 
with what might be viewed today as average power. Like any 

speaker, of course, they could be turned up until either the amp or the speakers 
screamed uncle. I never reached that point—I stopped short of levels clearly 
higher than my normal listening. I found the Paradigms immensely rewarding in 
this application...I strongly recommend that those looking for speakers in this price 
range give the Paradigm Prestige 95F a serious audition.” – Thomas J. Norton

Feb. 1, 2015 
http://bit.ly/29LDfOe
“Paradigm has branched out from its self-imposed 
conventions in fabulous, Canadian-made style. The 
Reference Prestige 95F is a beauty of a loudspeaker, 
especially in its optional Midnight Cherry finish,  

the quality of which easily exceeded even my high standards. Paradigm 
appears to have come up with another winner!” – Hans Wetzel

April 6, 2015
http://bit.ly/29RPLN5
“There are so many things about Paradigm’s Prestige 95F floorstanding speaker 
that are worthy of discussion... Its inverted Active Ridge Technology surrounds, 
for example, which give the woofers greater excursion with less distortion and 
allowed Paradigm to really play around with crossover points in interesting ways... 
The exquisite design of the voice coil motors and internal wiring and all of the 
other components that most people will never have a chance to see...the Prestige 
95F presses all of the right buttons.” – Dennis Burger



March 23, 2015
http://bit.ly/29NHAN8
“The new Prestige Series is a beautiful speaker, the design and aesthetic are 
superb... Every detail is well thought out; the lack of mounting screws, for the 
drivers, the brushed aluminum cones and rings, the slightly eased edges and 
that amazing finish... Sound is unmistakable Paradigm; the imagining is superb, 
dynamics are clean throughout without any midrange coloration... I’ve heard 
many, many speakers in this price range recently, but the Prestige 85F is more 
than a competitor, it leads.”  – Piero Gabucci

January 12, 2015
http://bit.ly/2agSBLi
“It is easily one of the most sleek and elegant speakers you can buy in this 
price category... I find it hard to imagine any décor that they would not just 
complement but actually enhance...if aesthetics as well as build quality matter to 
you as much as sound quality, you would be well advised to give the Paradigm 
Prestige 85F a serious audition...you will be seduced into making these sonic 
babies a treasured part of your music system!”  – Malcolm Gomes

June, 2016
http://bit.ly/29VPFBi
“Even as a longtime Paradigm owner, I wasn’t prepared for the performance their newest 
offering delivers. The Prestige 75F escalates past Paradigm strengths, adding a level of 
resolution and refinement that is rarely available at this price. Add major factory and 
dealer support and that adds up to a winner.”  – Mark Marcantonio

May 14, 2015
http://bit.ly/29P1vKL
“The Paradigm Prestige series 
combines state-of-the-art design, 
ingenious engineering, and superb 
build quality with voicing that I found 
cinematically and musically unerring.”  
– Mark Fleischmann

December 25, 2015
http://bit.ly/29VPFBi
“I believe these loudspeakers can give more expensive offerings a run 
for their money. The 75Fs are smooth with very good top- and bottom-
end extension. They throw a big soundstage and offer lots of detail...
the midrange is transparent and delivers a lot of clean resolution... I’m 
comfortable calling the Prestiges the best speakers the company has ever 
engineered.”  – Robert Archer
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For a complete list of  
Prestige reviews, please visit: 

paradigm.com

May 15, 2018
http://bit.ly/2IKe3bi
“In the Prestige 15B, Paradigm has built a speaker 
that looks fantastic. But in hi-fi, looks are secondary 
to sound, and the sound of the 15B is second to 
no other bookshelf speaker I’ve heard near its price 
point.” – Jeff Stockton


